Scheduled Items in Heritage Precincts {Confirmed for deletion - Her cl.16}

Port Chalmers Commercial Heritage Precinct

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for the Port Chalmers Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. {Her cl.16}

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the Port Chalmers Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. {Her cl.16}
George Street Commercial Heritage Precinct

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for the George Street Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. \{Her cl.16\}

Heritage Structures

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Structures Schedule for the George Street Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Structures page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. \{Her cl.16\}

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the George Street Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. \{Her cl.16\}
The Octagon Commercial Heritage Precinct

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for The Octagon Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. {Her cl.16}

Heritage Structures

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Structures Schedule for The Octagon Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Structures page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. {Her cl.16}

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for The Octagon Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. {Her cl.16}
Stuart Street Commercial Heritage Precinct

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the Stuart Street Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*
Moray Place - Dowling Street Commercial Heritage Precinct

Heritage Sites

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Sites Schedule for the Moray Place - Dowling Street Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Sites page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. \{Her cl.16\}

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for the Moray Place - Dowling Street Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. \{Her cl.16\}

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the Moray Place - Dowling Street Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. \{Her cl.16\}
Princes Street - Exchange Commercial Heritage Precinct

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for the Princes Street - Exchange Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. \textit{(Her cl.16)}

Heritage Structures

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Structures Schedule for the Princes Street - Exchange Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Structures page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. \textit{(Her cl.16)}

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the Princes Street - Exchange Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. \textit{(Her cl.16)}
South Princes Commercial Heritage Precinct

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for the South Princes Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites.  \textit{(Her cl.16)}

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the South Princes Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites.  \textit{(Her cl.16)}
View Street Commercial Heritage Precinct

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the View Street Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*
Warehouse Industrial Commercial Heritage Precinct

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for the Warehouse Industrial Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*

Heritage Structures

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Structures Schedule for the Warehouse Industrial Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Structures page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the Warehouse Industrial Commercial Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*
Willowbank Residential Heritage Precinct

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for the Willowbank Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. (Her cl.16)

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the Willowbank Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. (Her cl.16)
Queen Street Residential Heritage Precinct

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for the Queen Street Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the Queen Street Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*
Dundas Street - Castle Street Residential Heritage Precinct

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for the Dundas Street - Castle Street Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. {Her cl.16}

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the Dundas Street - Castle Street Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. {Her cl.16}
George Street North Residential Heritage Precinct

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for the George Street North Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her.cl.16)*

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the George Street North Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her.cl.16)*
North Ground Residential Heritage Precinct

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for the North Ground Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the North Ground Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*
Royal Terrace - Pitt Street - Heriot Row Residential Heritage Precinct

Heritage Sites

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Sites Schedule for the Royal Terrace - Pitt Street - Heriot Row Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Sites page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for the Royal Terrace - Pitt Street - Heriot Row Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the Royal Terrace - Pitt Street - Heriot Row Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*
York Place - Stuart Street - Arthur Street Residential Heritage Precinct

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the York Place - Stuart Street - Arthur Street Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*
High Street Residential Heritage Precinct

Heritage Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Heritage Buildings Schedule for the High Street Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Scheduled Heritage Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*

Character Contributing Buildings

Note: as a clause 16 amendment, the Character Contributing Buildings Schedule for the High Street Residential Heritage Precinct has been moved to the Character Contributing Buildings page in Schedule A1.1 Schedule of Protected Heritage Items and Sites. *(Her cl.16)*